
One company that is playing a leading role in the 
telecommunication industry in helping companies move 
towards the vision of industry 4.0 is ESP Delivers, a 
Pennsylvania based company that provides a state-of-the-art 
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service and solution to 
diverse businesses. Leveraging the progress of internet 
communication, the company is providing an internet-based 
telephony service that is compatible with any types of 
business communication system regardless of size. The 
company is addressing the complexity of the fragmented 
technologies of business communication by providing a 
full-suite hosted PBX VoIP, SIP Trunking, and Wiring and 
Infrastructure services and solutions. Derek Amoroso, CEO 
of the company says, “Our role at ESP is to bring a multitude 
of functionality to our customer at an affordable cost.”

The traditional legacy telephony system fails to provide the 
features, scale, and speed that are required in today’s 
fast-paced and competitive business environment.  Besides, 
IT teams also require sophisticated hardware to maintain a 
business advantage in such a environment. Amoroso asserts,

“We have the knowledge, expertise, and resources to provide  
internet-based, scalable, flexible and fast communication 
technologies for today’s fast-paced business.” With modern 
VoIP, customers can harness the benefits of flexibility, 
multiple features, scalability, low cost and easy maintenance 
in business communication systems.  Compatibility with the 
traditional telephony systems, personal and mobile devices 
are also major advantages of ESP’s VoIP system.  Amoroso 
adds, “The new online user interface makes it truly easy for 
users to add and delete users, update recorded messages, or 

change extensions.” In an internet-connected world 
with high bandwidth, VoIP system is proving to be the 
ideal telephony system for any business. 

Cost-effectiveness is another major reason for the shift 
towards VoIP in telecommunication.  The cost of 
infrastructure, phone bill can be a daunting task to 
any traditional telephony system. ESP Delivers is 
addressing this issue by providing a full-suite VoIP 
service that requires only a single payment. This is 
done by integrating the existing internet connection 
with the technologies of ESP Delivers to deliver a 
simple yet sophisticated unified communicated 
system. The company also stresses on the importance 
of providing a flexible service from a cost and 
contractual perspective to serve clients according to 
the requirement.

Since its inception in 2001, the company has 
experienced a steady growth of 11 to 13 percent per 
year. Amoroso considers it “a predictable and 
manageable growth that the company can afford from 
fiscal and staffing perspective.” He adds, “I believe if 
you go too fast you miss out on the details. Product 
dumps do not get people to embrace technology but 
cause them to fear it.” This approach is important for a 
company that provides personalized and customized 
service to its client. It allows the company to continue 
to provide a trusted, stable and committed service to 
its clientele.

Crediting the success of the company to the employees 
and the clients, Amoroso says, “The most valuable 
asset of our organization is our people and the 
customers who use our service. I believe they truly are 
the owners of our organization.” By monitoring the 
trend and latest development in the market, the 
company helps its clients to adapt well to the rapidly 
changing market. The company's engagement with the 
clients is purely driven by its passion to help 
businesses get access to the best technology and best
practice system at an affordable cost.

Many prominent companies have trusted ESP Delivers 
for communication solutions including Princeton 
Brain and Spine, Wind River Holdings, Goddard 
School, among many.  The company’s work with 
Saunders House and Bryn Mawr Terrace in delivering 
a Hosted Business Class PBX, SIP Trunking service was 
a quintessential example of ESP’s capability and 
dedication to its client. The challenge of the two 
companies was that they needed a technology upgrade 
to help them tie their telecommunications facilities 
together, manage a high volume of incoming calls, and  

to provide over  1000 residents a 
separate phone line. ESP utilized the 
existing infrastructure and installed a 
Hosted PBX and SIP Trunking VoIP 
solution where every resident has a 
single line set connected. The 
technique drastically reduces service 
cost and increases functionalities of 
the phone system. 

Today, the company holds a 
reputation as a provider of 
communication service and solution 
that is scalable, flexible, safe, simple, 
trustworthy, and most importantly 
future-oriented.  Stressing on the 
benefits of the hosted VoIP, Amoroso 
says, “You use your phone as always, 
but you don’t need any phone 
hardware at your office; the service is 
all provided online with data centers 
nationwide.”  The experts in wiring 
services are ensuring the safe wiring 
of physical networks and centralized 
for simple management.

Serving across 50 states, the experts 
in calls and communication of the 
ESP are confident to tackle the 
emerging challenge in 
telecommunication as the industry 
continues to evolve. With the progress 
in internet communication, there are 
new possibilities, opportunities, and 
ways to improve the industry. 

The company is leveraging its position 
in the industry to provide a superior 
communication technologies and 
services for companies to help them 
build competitive edge. As the shift in 
telecommunication continues 
towards VoIP, ESP is trailblazing the 
future of business communication 
with new innovations and creative 
solutions that will dominate the 
dynamic market landscape.  With a 
proven record of high customer 
satisfaction, the company continues 
to provide innovation, simple efficient 
and reliable solutions and services. 
Amoroso and his team are confident 
that the company will see a massive 
growth and a high retention rate in 
the coming few years.

ESP Delivers is providing an 
internet-based telephony service 

that is compatible with any types of 
business communication system 

regardless of size
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